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Abstract
It is known that the equipment performance and reliability are decreasing as the storage time
increases due to many factors such as humility, temperature, shocks, vibration, radiation and
corrosion. To specify these factors and characterize their impacts are therefore important in
storage reliability design and maintenance strategy development.
The purpose of this thesis is to identify the impact factors which will influence the equipment
reliability in a non-operating state and explore the methods to improve the equipment
reliability. A case study is implemented with a qualitative approach. The literature related to
the impact factors and prognostics method of equipment reliability in a non-operating state,
FMEA and PHM has been reviewed for identifying the existing methods in order to develop
new ones. Telephone interviews have been made for collecting valuable information on the
case system: one type of the emergency rescue equipment on the HLD-9C ship. As the result,
the impact factors on the equipment reliability in a non-operating state have been identified,
and an integrated prognostics method integrating FMEA and PHM is developed in this thesis.
Moreover, the limitations, the recommendations for the administrators and suggestions for
further research are provided.

Keywords: equipment reliability, non-operating state, integrated prognostics
method.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
With the continuous improvement of modern industrialization process, researchers pay more
attention on the equipment reliability because of the shorter product life cycle and increasing
costs of product maintenance. The scale of equipment and the constitution of components are
enhanced due to the advanced technologies, it results much complexity and rapid declining of
equipment reliability. The reliability formula is provided by Sondalini and Witt (2004):

According to Musa (2003), the reliability of single component is 99.999%, if a system
includes 100000 components; the system reliability is only 36.79%. So, it is urgent to
improve equipment reliability.

Equipment with high reliability can make satisfied performance when operating, and lower
the maintenance cost. Mike and Howard (2004) describe that “high reliability organizations

expect equipment to last a long time and they take effective measures to learn and improve
from the failures”. So equipment with high reliability has a significant influence when
administrators are making their decisions. Administrators can achieve the high equipment
reliability by confirming the chance of incidents which cause failures of equipment parts.
Moreover, Mike and Howard (2004) also find that “if administrators want high reliability

with low cost, put into place the necessary engineering, purchasing, storage, operating and
maintenance regimes and practices that deliver the reliability and life-cycle costs want”.

However, equipment reliability in non-operating state are usually ignored but essential, such
as emergency rescue system, backup power system, escape system, fire extinguishing
appliance and seats ejection system for fighter. According to Cai et al. (2006), storage
reliability is a special field in reliability engineering, it researches on the regulation about
degenerated function and influential factors when equipment in storage process. These
equipment in non-operating state will experience a very long storage period, their
performance are critical to life security when incidents happen. This thesis will reach the
7

research gap, filling the deficiency about method for improving equipment reliability in
non-operating state and establishing a new integrated prognostics method.

Combined with internal and external impact factors of equipment reliability in non-operating
state, the research focuses on an integrated method of prognostics and health management
(PHM) technology and failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) to enhance the equipment
reliability in non-operating state. Moreover, with using of PHM and FMEA, equipment
reliability can be improved effectively.

The possible outcomes should figure out that factors influence the equipment reliability in
non-operating state and improved methods for the equipment reliability in non-operating state
with an integrated prognostics method. Furthermore, the research should give some
suggestions to the administrators based on the integrated prognostics method.

1.2 Research question
This research mainly emphasizes the impact factors on equipment reliability in non-operating
state and the integrating between FMEA and PHM technology, so that to create an integrated
prognostics method to improve equipment reliability. Therefore, the research purpose
concentrates on these questions:
-

What factors influence the equipment reliability in non-operating state?

-

How to improve the equipment reliability in non-operating state with an integrated
prognostics method?

1.3 Outline
There are 7 chapters in this thesis. Chapter 1 describes the background of equipment
reliability in non-operating state, and tells the purpose and research questions of this thesis.
The reason about why the equipment reliability should be improved in non-operating state is
provided, and research gap is also explained. Chapter 2 tells the methodology in this research.
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The research strategies, research processes, and research quality will be presented. Chapter 3
introduces the basic theoretical fundament and literature review. This chapter mainly focuses
on concepts or definitions, and literatures are reviewed about reliability, equipment reliability
in non-operating state, FMEA and PHM. Moreover, chapter 4 comes up with the telephone
interview result of case study which is based on the emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C.
In chapter 5, the impact factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state and the impact
factors on emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C are analyzed. According to empirical
findings of emergency rescue equipment, an integrated prognostics method based on FMEA
and three critical PHM technologies are provided in this chapter. Chapter 6 summarizes the
conclusion of this thesis, some maintenance strategies to improve equipment reliability in
non-operating state are found for administrators. The contribution and further research
suggestion are also represented. Finally, chapter 7 is the list of references which quoted and
reviewed in this thesis.
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2. Methodology
This chapter aims to introduce what research activities have done and how to organize this
thesis. There are three sections in this chapter: (1) research strategy, which uses qualitative
approach; (2) research process, which shows the research activities have done in figure 2.3;
and (3) research quality, which describes the validity, reliability and limitation of this
research.

2.1 Research strategy
2.1.1 Qualitative approach
This thesis uses the qualitative approach to implement the research. Literature reviews of
reliability in non-operating state, FMEA, PHM and analysis of case study with integrated
prognostics method consist of the qualitative approach. The pros and cons of quantitative and
qualitative approaches are described below.

Figure 2.1: The pros and cons of quantitative and qualitative approaches
(The Marketing Directors, 2011)

Bryman (2006) explains “quantitative research is by no means a mechanical application of

neutral tools that results in no new insights”. However, qualitative researchers are
concentrating on processes rather than simple results. And Bryman (2006) also finds
“qualitative research is often described as a research strategy which focus on a relatively

open-ended approach to the research process frequently produces surprises, changes of
10

direction and new insights”. Minichiello (1990) shows a table of the differences between
quantitative and qualitative approaches.

Table 2.2: The differences between quantitative and qualitative approaches
(Minichiello, 1990)

2.1.2 Case study
In this thesis, a case study of emergency rescue system on HLD-9C conducts the qualitative
research. According to Cassell and Symon (2004), “case study research consists of a detailed

investigation, often with data collected over a period of time, of phenomena, within their
context”. The purpose of case study is to provide an analysis of the context and processes
which illuminate the theoretical issues. The case study is particularly suited to research
questions, because of the requirements of detailed and rich data collection. Gagnon (2010)
also mentions the main advantages of case study. The case study produces an authentic
observation and in-depth analysis of phenomena, which support the development of historical
perspectives and guarantee high validity.

Based on Biggam (2008), the interview is the most popular method to conduct case study
because of rich output and detailed data. Cassell and Symon (2004) explain that “interview is

the most common method of data gathering in a qualitative research”. The aim of interview is
“to see the research topic from the perspective of the interviewee, and to understand how and

why they come to have this particular perspective”.
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According to Gagnon (2010), there are several steps to implement case study research: (1)
assessing this research method is appropriate and relevant, (2) ensuring the result is rigorous
and representative, (3) sufficient preparation for data collection, (4) selecting appropriate and
enough case(s), (5) gathering reliable and rich data, (6) performing systematic and fruitful
data analysis, (7) producing tested and reliable theoretical explanation of phenomena, and (8)
reporting contributive results.

2.2 Research process
The research process is divided into five steps: (1) determining research topic and research
questions, (2) case selection, (3) data collection, (4) data description and data analysis, and (5)
reporting result.

Figure 2.3: The research process
In figure 2.3, the research process is shown, and the details of each process are explained as
follow:
2.2.1 Determine research topic and research questions
Due to the decreasing equipment storage reliability and the ignored situation about that the
equipment reliability in non-operating state, the research topic and research questions have
been decided. And there is no literature states the internal and external impact factors on
12

equipment reliability in non-operating state at the same time. The FMEA and PHM for
improving equipment reliability is implemented separately, there is no any combination
between them. Therefore, in order to fill this gap, internal and external impact factors on
equipment reliability in non-operating state are identified, FMEA and PHM are also utilized
together to improve equipment reliability in non-operating state.

2.2.2 Case selection
This thesis chooses a passenger ship which model number called HLD-9C as a single case.
The emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C is stored in non-operating state; it will be
operated when accident happens. It is the typical and practical equipment which stored in
non-operating state. So this case can explicitly demonstrate the analysis of internal and
external impact factors and the integrated prognostics method to improve equipment
reliability in non-operating state.

However, due to the confidential issue, the case company is reluctant to reveal the company
name and the passenger ship name, only the model number is told. Telephone interview is
implemented for three times to get the primary data. The interviewee is a manager who
responsible for daily maintenance for HLD-9C. From the telephone interview, the information
of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C and the process of emergency rescue are
informed. Moreover, some critical data and information which impact emergency rescue
equipment on HLD-9C are also told. The interviewee also reveals the usual failure modes and
strategies for maintaining equipment.

2.2.3 Data collection

According to Biggam (2008), the data can be divided into primary data and secondary data.
Firstly, the interview for the case study (HLD-9C) associated with the purpose of research
questions and provides the primary data. And the internet sources are also used to search and
conduct the data of case study.

In the telephone interview, the interviewee has answered questions carefully and also
13

provided lots of important information and data according to the research purpose. Some
interview questions are abstracted and described as follow:
�

What is the constitution of critical components in emergency rescue equipment on
HLD-9C?

�

What is the function and structure of these critical components?

�

How to carry out the emergency rescue?

�

What are the impact factors on emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C?

�

What are the failure effects and failure modes of emergency rescue equipment?

�

How to evaluate the level about severity, occurrence and difficulty to detect? Please
remark the numbers (from 1 to 5).

In addition, a number of literatures from database of University of Gävle are reviewed, which
provide the analyzed data. In line with Diana (2012), the literature is helpful to support
identification of problems to research and illustrate the gap of previous research which needs
to be filled. Moreover, the literature reviews help to identify the relevant theories and related
research studies, and also assist analysis and interpret data. Hence, the extensive literature
associated with equipment reliability, equipment reliability in non-operating state, FMEA and
PHM etc. have been reviewed, in order to establish a theoretical framework, and formulate
the research questions and analyze data.

2.2.4 Data description and data analysis
Chapter 3 and chapter 4 describe the result of literature review and empirical findings
respectively, so a theoretical framework is built and a detailed empirical finding - emergency
rescue equipment on HLD-9C is expounded. Biggam (2008) states after a simple description
and discussion of results, an integrative analysis of empirical data and literature review
findings should be provided.

There are several techniques used to analyze primary and secondary data. Blaxter et al., (2001)
say that the coding, annotating, labeling, selection and summary are five useful techniques to
analyze data. Therefore, after choosing the relevant field of data, the relevant information is
14

identified, indicated, recorded and summarized. In addition, according to Biggam (2008),
“using a diagram, or table, is an effective way to communicate summary information, adding

a professional touch”. So there are a number of figures and tables to depict the data, it is clear
to provide data description to audience. Eventually, the internal and external impact factors of
equipment reliability in non-operating state are explored, and an integrated prognostics
method for improving equipment reliability in non-operating state is created.

2.2.5 Reporting result
The previous steps for organizing this thesis are necessary to conclude the result through the
rich and particular preparation. Gagnon (2010) groups the four steps for report result: (1)
decide on the type thesis, (2) determine the requirements of target audience, (3) prepare
outline, and (4) use the clarity, concision and appropriate language. In order to make sure the
appropriate format, content and language which used in this thesis, the type of thesis, target
audience and clear outline should be afforded. This is an exploration and problem solving
thesis, the target audience is administrator, so the internal and external impact factors on
equipment reliability in non-operating state are identified and an integrated prognostics
method for improving equipment reliability in non-operating state is also established.
Moreover, the recommendations for the administrators are also provided. The integrated
prognostics method and recommendation can solve the problems of declining equipment
reliability in non-operating state.

2.3 Research quality
2.3.1 Validity and reliability
Biggam (2008) states “a valid research is about the appropriateness of the choices you make

in terms of your research strategy and data collection/analysis techniques.” The research
strategy, qualitative approach, is conducted in this thesis. During the process of conducting
this thesis, the qualitative analysis of equipment reliability in non-operating state and FMEA
for the emergency rescue equipment has been used. And the qualitative case study has
demonstrated the research questions explicitly and authentically. The interview and literature
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review provide the valid primary data and secondary data, the useful techniques for
describing and analyzing data also help this thesis inference out the logical conclusion. As the
result, the multiple sources and telephone interview can make the increasing validity for this
thesis.

Biggam (2008) also explains a reliable research should be trusted, and “reliable research

focuses on the need for a record of evidence that you did indeed do the research”. In
telephone interview, questions are concerned about every critical factor which impact
equipment reliability on HLD-9C. Moreover, attentions is paid on each research step, it
contains determining research questions and topics, case selection, data collection, data
description and data analysis, and reporting result. There is not only some literature reviews
of equipment reliability in non-operating state, but also considering the mutual effect of
FMEA and PHM technology. And the integrated prognostics method is built according to the
information and data from telephone interview.

2.3.
2.3.22 Limitation
The limitation of this thesis is existed in the following aspects. Firstly, the invisible and
potential reasons cannot be illuminated, which affect the equipment reliability in
non-operating state. When identifying the internal and external failure factors of equipment
reliability in non-operating state, and analyzing the impact factors in non-operating state of
emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C, the other invisible and potential reasons should be
considered, but it is hard to explain in precision way.

Secondly, FMEA is a quantitative and qualitative method to evaluate failure reasons, failure
mode and failure effect. However, when utilizing FMEA to analyze emergency rescue
equipment on HLD-9C, due to the inadequate acknowledge and experiences of the authors,
some occurrence of failure is difficult to be elaborated.

Thirdly, the research of PHM still presents in initial stage. The field of PHM research is
focusing on aerospace, weapons and electronics, and the literature related to PHM of
16

emergency rescue equipment cannot be found. And there is no literature which combines the
PHM with equipment reliability in non-operating state. Therefore, the research is limited
which is based on PHM to improve equipment (emergency rescue equipment) reliability in
non-operating state.
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3. Theoretical framework
This chapter supposes to establish a basic theoretical fundament to analyze and solve research
problems. In addition, this thesis aims to identify the impact reasons, explore the
improvements and formulate the conclusion for improving the equipment reliability in
non-operating state. Therefore, relevant and theoretical concepts or definitions, and literature
reviews about reliability, equipment reliability in non-operating state, FMEA and PHM are
introduced in this chapter.

3.1 Reliability
According to Levin and Kalal (2003), the pre-reliability was called quality control in 1920s.
The notion of reliability was founded in 1970s. Because of the high failure rates of products
the United States automobile manufacturers (General Motors, Ford and Chrysler) were
defeated by Japanese manufactures (Toyota and Honda). Therefore, the research of reliability
has become more and more significant.

There are various definitions of reliability. British Standard - BS 4778 (1987) defines
“reliability is the ability of an item to perform a required function under stated conditions for

a stated period of time”. Kececioglu (2002) states reliability is the probability of components
or systems which performs the designed and expected function without failure in a special
environment during a period. It is the most useful quantitative method of integrity of
component or system. O’Connor (2001) also mentions that “reliability is an aspect of

engineering uncertainty”; it can be express as “the number of failure over a period”.
Additionally, Birolini (2010) explains what failure is, that means the components or systems
stop performing its expected functions.

The reliability is usually be confused by the concept of safety. The difference between safety
and reliability is stated by Bozzano and Villafiorita (2010), “a safe system is not necessarily

reliable”. Compare to the safety, reliability is technique based, otherwise the safety is
management based. The relationship between reliability and safety is explained in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1
3.1: The relationship between reliability and safety
(Bozzano and Villafiorita, 2010)

Based on Levin and Kalal (2003), the Bathtub Curve is a basic concept of equipment
reliability, it refers to “cumulative number of failures for an equipment population operated

over time”. The Bathtub Curve has three regions: infant mortality, useful life and wearout.
The Bathtub Curve is shown in figure 3.2: (1) there is a high and decreasing failure rate in the
“infant mortality” region. The variation about manufacturing process, insufficient design or
inadequate test processes etc. are the main causes. (2) The failure rate in “useful life” is
stabilized and considered as a constant failure rate. It means randomly events occur in this
region possibly. (3)After a long time using, the increasing failure rate of equipment called
“wearout”.

Figure 3.2: The Bathtub Curve (Levin and Kalal, 2003)
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Levin and Kalal (2003) describe that equipment which is reliable often has these elements: (1)

higher first pass yield in test, (2) less material scrap, (3) less equipment rework, (4) fewer
field failures, (5) reduced warranty costs, (6) lower risk of recall, and (7) better designs that
are easier to manufacture. Therefore, O’Connor (2001) identifies the main reason why
equipment failures because “inherently incapable design, overstressed item, variation,

wearout, errors and other potential causes”. In addition, Levin and Kalal (2003) summarize
the internal and external factors include: inadequate, insufficient or improper design, using,
manufacturing, storage, test coverage, maintenance and protection during shipping.

The positive effects on reliability are illustrated by many researchers. O’Connor (2001)
argues that reliability can identify and correct the failures causes, in order to prevent or reduce
the likelihood or frequency of failure. Equipment with high reliability has a significant
influence when manufactures are making their decisions, it will result in improved profits
margins. According to Levin and Kalal (2003), reliability can improve competitive
advantages, establish concurrent engineering practices, accelerate the product development,
even identify, manage and mitigate risk.

3.2 Equipment reliability in non-operating state
Equipment, products or systems could be stored in a non-operating environment throughout
their lifetime. So equipment reliability in non-operating state is more and more essential.
Based on Coit and Priore (1984), the definition of equipment reliability in non-operating state
is expressed that there is no electrical or mechanical stress to subsystem or component. After
this, Ohring (1998) defines that non-operating refers to equipment are not used directly either
in dormancy or storage. According to Zheng et al. (2004), the equipment storage reliability is
one of the particular problems about reliability research. And Zheng et al. (2004) also
describe the definition of equipment storage reliability which refers to “the ability of the

equipment to resist the influence of various factors in storage environment during long period
of storage and to maintain each function of it unchangeable”. In this thesis, the reliability in
non-operating state refers to storage reliability.
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According to Zhao and Xie (1992), the function of storage reliability uses Xt to express the
equipment remaining useful life (RUL) after storage period, where storage period is expressed
by t and x means the useful time. Based on statistical reliability model, the function is
described as:

R (x, t) = p (X t＞x, T＞t)
= R0 Rs (t) Ru (x, t)
In this function, where R0 stands for the equipment reliability, the storage period is 0, that is
initial equipment reliability; And Rs(t) is the equipment reliability function in storage period;
Where Ru(x,t) means the equipment reliability function, the storage period is t and useful time
is x.

In addition, Zhao et al. (1995) also mention reliability function of equipment in non-operating
state can be expressed by:

R (t) =R0 × e-λt
Where the e-λt means the equipment reliability, the storage period is t, and λ is the failure rate.

For some typical electronic equipment, Zhao and Xie (1994) also refer to the failure rate
function of equipment in non-operating state can be described as:

λ (x, t) =λ (t) ×x β(t)
Where λ (t) is the equipment failure rate, the storage period is t, and x is useful time.

Coit and Priore (1984) illustrate that the research about equipment reliability in non-operating
state, which develops a procedure to predict the quantitative effects in non-operating periods.
It is significant to develop prediction capabilities and maintain the equipment. Therefore,
more and more researchers aim to figure out the factors which decrease the reliability or
increase equipment failure in non-operating state.

Zhou (2002) demonstrates why equipment failure in non-operating state. Firstly, the reasons
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about natural environment include: temperature, humidity, salt spray, barometric pressure,
solar radiation, dust and mildew etc. Secondly, mechanical environmental reasons include: the
vibration or acceleration produced by the processes of transportation, loading and unloading
or stacking. Thirdly, the failure of electronic components should be one of the reasons for
equipment failure in non-operating state.

In addition, Wang (2005) also illustrates the failure reasons of equipment and concentrates on
the environmental condition. The environmental condition could be generalized as follow: (1)
climatic condition (such as temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure), (2) mechanical
condition (such as acceleration and vibration), (3) radiant condition (such as solar radiation,
nuclear radiation and ultraviolet radiation), (4) biologic condition (mildew and insect), (5)
electronic condition (such as electromagnetic, lightning and lightning strike) and (6) factitious
condition (using, maintenance, packing and storage).

Especially, Baboian (2005) illustrates that salt spray will influence the equipment reliability,
because of the corrosion of metal, alloy or coating. Salt spray test is the most helpful method
to protect and decrease the corrosion.

3.3 FMEA
Stamatis (2003) summarizes the “FMEA is an engineering technique used to define, indentify,

and eliminate known and/or potential failure, problems, errors, and so on from the system,
design, process and/or service before they reach the customer”. Based on Carlson (2012),
FMEA is an engineering analysis method. FMEA supposes to identify potential failure modes
and causes, and the effects of failure, assess the risks and prioritize issues for corrective action,
and carry out corrective action to address the most serious concern. Carlson (2012), Levin and
Kalal (2003) state the function of FMEA; it is significant to improve the design of subsystems
or components of products or equipment.

Levin and Kalal (2003) describe the processes of preparing FMEA. The fault tree analysis
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(FTA) is an important process to implement FMEA, which identifies the failure modes and its
causes. The process of fault tree starts from top-level failure, second-level failure to
third-level failure etc. The top-level failure is the highest and most primary failure level. The
first step of FTA is creating a functional block diagram (FDB). The figure 3.3 shows a sample
of FDB and the figure 3.4 reveals an example of FTA.

Figure 3.3: A sample of FDB (Levin and Kalal, 2003)

Figure 3.4: An example of FTA (Levin and Kalal, 2003)
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According to Charantimath (2011), the basic processes for conducting FMEA are outlined as
follow: (1) describe the product/process and its function, (2) create a block diagram of
product or process, (3) complete the FMEA sheet, (4) enumerate the components, functions,
steps etc., (5) identify potential failure modes, (6) list down each failure mode, (7) describe
the effects of each failure mode, and (8) identify the possible cause(s) for each failure mode.
The figure 3.5 depicts a sample of FMEA worksheet (spreadsheet).

Figure 3.5: FMEA worksheet (Zhao, 2012)

3.4 PHM
According to Pecht (2008), “Prognostics and Health Management is a method that permits

the assessment of the reliability of a product (or system) under its actual application
conditions.” “Health” referred to “extent of degradation or deviation from an expected
normal condition.” And “prognostics” expressed as “the prediction of the future state of
health based on current and historical health conditions.” Gandy and Line (2004) also find
the function of PHM is using advanced sensors, statistics methods and intelligent models to
forecast, control and manage equipment performance. Hess et al. (2001) explain the PHM
includes failure detection, failure isolation, failure report, information management, improved
prognostic, performance detection, failure prediction, health management and prediction for
component’s RUL.
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With the fast development of modern industrial technology, the projects are more complicated
in aerospace, aircraft, telecommunication and industrial implication. Hess and Fila (2002)
explain because of the continuous improvement for equipment’s complexity and integrity,
there have an increasing number of costs in equipment design, manufacturing and
maintenance. Meanwhile, Keith and Raymond (2007) state the rate of equipment failures and
loss of function are also added because of the increase of internal component structure and
external environmental factors, so experts put emphasis on the PHM technology research. Gill
(2000) says the concept of PHM was initially emerged in modern military equipment, and
was applied in some complex systems and equipment like nuclear reactor, aircraft engine and
missile storage. With more and more researches and development of PHM, Nishad et al.
(2008) state this technology has been implemented in civil-use equipment, such as electronic
equipment, automobiles and ships.

Peng et al. (2010) explain the PHM is an extension technology for complex system by using
build-in test (BIT) and condition monitoring management. Young (2008) states BIT is “an

invaluable component of modular, embedded systems that are used for critical applications
such as avionics mission systems, sensors, and weapons.” Peng et al. (2010) also describe
PHM is a transformation from condition monitoring management to health management. This
transformation brings the ability to predict the reliability of future equipment’s performance,
and the technology can also identify the generating of failures and manage equipment
maintenance.

According to Andrew et al. (2006), the main purpose of PHM is lowering the cost for
utilization and maintenance, improving the equipment safety and reliability, using less
resource to achieve condition-based maintenance (CBM). Byer et al. (2001) state the
traditional mode of equipment maintenance consumes lots of manpower, resources, finance,
and also with low efficiency. Compare to the traditional mode, the CBM is applied with high
efficiency and precious prediction, it also push the research and development for PHM
technology.
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Moreover, McCollom (2006) finds the autonomic logistics (AL) is a significant technology
when implementing PHM technology; it can realize economic benefit maximization and cut
the military spending. According to Bridgman (2002)’s viewpoint, the RUL is “the estimated

period during which a property of a certain effective age is expected to actually be used
before it is retired from service.” The AL technology is also a new concept that constantly
predicts the component’s RUL and generates the maintenance strategies by implementing the
health management on equipment. Uckun et al. (2008) discover “accurate RUL estimation

often requires monitoring and analysis of environmental conditions the system is operated in
(e.g., temperatures, temperature cycles, pressure, humidity, ambient light and vibrations,
acceleration, physical loads).”

McCollom (2006) finds the PHM technology was initially founded by US air force in 1996
with the joint strike fighter (JSF) project of F-35. It is the fifth generation invisibility fighter
which called for high equipment reliability. The figure 3.6 shows the F-35. Kacprzynski and
Hess (2002) state the PHM has experienced three periods: failure prognostic, failure
prediction and system integration, and is also implemented both in component level and
system level. In area of civil-use, the PHM is widely applied. Johnson (2005) finds the
Boeing 777/747 uses aircraft health management (AHM), at the same time, the Air Bus
320/380 uses aircraft condition analysis and management system (ACAMS). Additionally,
NASA also brings the notion named integrated system health management (ISHM); it solves
problems on component level, and enhances equipment reliability on system level ultimately.

Figure 3.6: F-35 (F-35 Lightning II, 2013)
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Smith et al. (1997) explain the research of PHM mainly on two sides: failure prediction
(prognostics) and health management. The failure prediction (prognostics) contains health
condition prediction and RUL prediction. Health condition prediction illustrates which state
the component (or system) is, and there have three health states: formal state,
performance-decline state and function-loss state. Malley (2001) also describes when
components (or system) are in the state of performance-decline, the experts should find the
failure reason that make equipment reliability decreased and judge the degree of deviation
from the formal condition. Byington et al. (2002) state the RUL prediction is depending on
the current equipment health condition and historical data to forecast the equipment RUL,
some special models are also used in this method. According to previous information of
prognostics and prediction, some valuable maintenance strategies are generated in this
method.

In the part of systematic constitution, the PHM has three elements. Hu et al. (2007) explain
the first element: open system architecture for CBM (OSA-CBM) and the second one: the
distributed network platform. Hess and Fila (2002) explain the third is called the modularized
function in equipment design and realization. It is the combination of OSA-CBM and
distributed network platform, and this method is widely used in current PHM technology. The
modularized function in equipment design and realization can add or delete PHM software on
equipment with high flexibility, and also supply some further maintenance strategies.

Vachtsevanos et al. (2006) describe: with a variety of sensors, the PHM as a method that
combines on-line detection, regular checking and off-line detection together can collect
equipment information in non-operating states, and also applies correspondent statistics
methods to evaluate equipment health condition. According to Guo et al. (2008) viewpoint,
PHM uses many kinds of information (historical data, failure information and experimental
data) to predict the future performance of equipment in non-operating state before the
occurrence of failures. Hess (2001) finds the resolve strategy of PHM technology is a
comprehensive subject which contains condition detection, health evaluation and strategies
for maintenance.
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According to Peng et al. (2010), the PHM technology mainly has three critical methods: (1)
data-driven method based on abnormal phenomenon, equipment will be tested in abnormal
working state in this method; (2) estimating RUL method based on environmental factors, this
method depends on POF models and takes environmental factors into consideration; and (3)
comprehensive method based on RCM, it is a method which combines data-driven method
and estimating RUL method together.

Smith et al. (1997) define four major steps for an effective resolve strategy of PHM: (1)
collect important systematic parameters, (2) confirm equipment’s abnormal phenomenon and
failure prediction, (3) implement maintenance in order to make equipment can achieve their
best performances, and (4) plan and control the maintenance. Byington et al. (2002) discover
the fast development of PHM technology results in the change of equipment maintenance and
guarantee in non-operating state, the change is from equipment condition detection to
equipment condition management. The realization of PHM technology makes the
accident-based maintenance substitute for CBM.

Peng et al. (2010) describe the framework of PHM technology, and it is showed in figure 3.7.
This technology acquires data from every level of the equipment system; it forms the
prognostics and prediction analysis through the process of data disposal. Some significant
index will be found for the equipment in non-operating state ultimately, such as distributed
situation about RUL, the degree of performance degradation and the reliability for equipment.
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Figure 3.7: The framework of PHM technology (Peng et al., 2010)

Zeng et al. (2005) describe the general methodology of PHM in figure 3.8. In the step of
evaluation of virtual RUL, the experts should input data of equipment design, the
environmental requirement, FMEA and physics-of-failure (POF) model. Adams (2002) also
finds the FMEA is a POF approach based on assessing the root cause failure mechanisms of a
given product. Above these parameters, the reliability of equipment in non-operating state can
be achieved. Based on the evaluation of virtual RUL, the experts can confirm the main failure
modes and failure effects initially. Some information from advanced sensors, detected data
and checking report can also identify the abnormal phenomenon for equipment. In the whole
general methodology, the notion of prognostics is the most important research direction for
improving the equipment reliability in non-operating state.

With PHM technology, equipment in non-operating state can spend less cost in maintenance
by decreasing the components storage of replacement and human resources. The equipment
reliability is also improved because the repair time is declined. Moreover, the health detection
enhances the equipment performance through making failures happen as little as possible. In
Baybutt’s viewpoint (2007), “development of robust prognostics for digital electronic system

health management will improve maintainability and operational readiness for many
industries with products ranging from enterprise network servers to military aircraft.” The
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PHM technology is a significant tool for manufacturers and designers to assess their
equipment reliability, and it is also the guideline for administrators.

Figure 3.8: The general methodology of PHM (Zeng et al., 2005)
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4. Case study
In this thesis, a passenger ship case of the emergency rescue equipment on ships is utilized to
illustrate how to improve the equipment reliability in non-operating state. The model number
of this passenger ship is called HLD-9C. The emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C can
briefly demonstrate the research questions by analyzing internal and external impact reasons
of non-operating equipment, and implement FMEA and PHM technology. Therefore, this
chapter is a description of the case, and concentrates on introducing the background and
structure of emergency rescue equipment on ship, and the processes of implementing
emergency rescue. Moreover, primary data to analyze the impact factors, failure mode and
failure effect etc. in non-operating state of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C which
provided by interviewee are described.

4.1 Background of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C
Ship is one of the most important transportation which widely used in freight transport,
passenger transport and scientific investigation. With the rapid development of ship industrial,
there is increasing number of accidents in sea transportation which result in hundreds of
people dead in the world. When accidents happen, the emergency rescue equipment in
non-operating state as usual is becoming very essential on ships. The emergency rescue
equipment on HLD-9C includes lifeboats, emergency alarm system, and public address
system, lifting gear and control system. These equipments are often not operated, and only
with maintenance and failure detection by schedule. So once HLD-9C is on fire or strike the
rocks, emergency rescue equipment are important to save passengers’ life. The figure 4.1
shows the lifeboat which is similar to the equipment on HLD-9C.
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Figure 4.1: The lifeboat (Nautic, 2013)

4.2 The structure of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency (1999) defines an effective emergency rescue
equipment should have lifeboats, alarming appliance and lifting gear in basic. The structure of
emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C can be divided into component level and system
level. The component level contains lifeboat and lifting gear for releasing lifeboat, meanwhile
the system level consists of the emergency alarm system to inform the emergent situation to
passengers, the public address system to send rescue signal automatically, and the control
system to lower down the lifeboat in master control room.

In component level, according to the statement of Maritime Safety (2012), “lifeboats are an

important tool for maritime safety particularly in bad weather or crises situations, and it’s
always best to get them placed on all sorts of ships, yachts or other structures like rigs or
platforms.” Anish (2010) describes three types of lifeboat: open lifeboat, closed lifeboat and
free fall lifeboat. As the name suggests, the open lifeboat has no roof and one engine may also
be provided. The reliability is influenced by environment factors and prognostics strategy.
The open lifeboats are widely used in merchant ship and passenger ship. The closed lifeboat is
the most stable lifeboat that is used on ships because it is enclosed which saves the crew from
sea water, strong wind and rough weather. But the closed lifeboat is expensive and mainly
used in military, such as battleship. The final type is the free fall lifeboat. Free fall lifeboat is
similar to an enclosed lifeboat but the launch process is entirely different. They are
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aerodynamic in nature and thus the boat can penetrate the water without damaging the body
when launched from the ship. The free fall lifeboat is located at the end of the ship which
provides a maximum clear area for free fall. But this lifeboat is still in experimental stage and
it would be operated in one decade at least.

In addition, Anish (2010) also finds that “lifeboat is a smaller rigid vessel, secured onboard

into davits so that it can be launched over the side of the ship with least time and mechanical
assistance possible for an early escape of the crew from the ship.” This research mainly
discusses the open lifeboat on HLD-9C because it is the main stream in current ship industrial,
so the methods for improving the equipment in non-operating state can be implemented
effectively.

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency (1999) regulates the lifting gear should enable lifeboats
safely lowered into the water when loaded with passengers and release the lifeboat in time. It
also regulates “the release mechanism shall be so designed that crew members in the lifeboat

can clearly observe when the release mechanism is properly and completely reset and ready
for lifting.” The lifting gear can be able to endure the rust or corrosion, so it shall be made of
non-corrodible metal. The reliability of lifting gear plays a very significant role when falling
down the lifeboat. The figure 4.2 of lifting gear is similar to the equipment on HLD-9C.

Figure 4.2: The lifting gear (Shipbuilding Dictionary Picture, 2013)
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In system level, the convention for the safety of life at sea (SOLAS) (1974) requires every
ship must set up emergency alarm system and public address system. The emergency alarm
system on HLD-9C is an equipment which informs the emergent situation to passengers when
ship is on fire or strike the rocks, and it should be audible throughout all the accommodation
and crew working spaces. Under the emergency alarm system, passengers can be arranged on
lifeboats orderly and the rescue process can be implemented rapidly. The public address
system on HLD-9C has the ability to send rescue signal automatically, the coast guard will
come to accident location after received the signal as soon as possible. And some other ships
which near the accident location will also join the rescue. Additionally, control system on
HLD-9C is the equipment which is built in master control room to lower down the lifeboat.
When passengers have aboard on lifeboats, the crew in master control room will control
lifeboats falling down on the water. Compare to the traditional manual release, it consumes
less time and saves more passengers. Figure 4.3 displays the public address system which is
similar to the equipment on HLD-9C.

Figure 4.3: The public address system (Mega, 2008)
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4.
4.33 The impact factors of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C
In terms of HLD-9C, there are several impact factors will decrease the emergency rescue
equipment reliability in non-operating state. The table 4.1 described the impact factors of each
functions on HLD-9C.

Table 4.1: The impact factors of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C
Function

Lifeboat

Impact factor

Function

Impact factor

Manufacturing

Test

Temperature

Dust

Humidity

Emergency

Vibration

Salt spray

alarm system

Maintenance

Radiation

Storage

Mildew

Electronic component

Vibration

Test

Maintenance

Dust

Storage

Control

Vibration

Design

system

Maintenance

Test

Storage

Temperature

Electronic component

Humidity

Test

Salt spray

Dust
Public

Lifting gear

Radiation

Vibration
address

Mildew

Maintenance
system

Vibration

Storage

Acceleration

Electronic component

Maintenance
Storage
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4.
4.44 The failure mode and failure effect of emergency rescue
equipment on HLD-9C
The data of failure mode and failure effect, severity, occurrence and difficulty to detect are
derived from telephone interview, which evaluated by the interviewee. The table 4.2 shows
them in detailed.

Table 4.2: The failure mode and failure effect and evaluated level on HLD-9C
Function

Severity

Occurrence

Difficulty to
detect

3

1

3

3

2

2

3

2

2

4

3

2

3

1

3

3

2

1

2

2

3

4

3

2

4

2

2

3

3

2

4

2

3

3

2

2

3

2

2

4

3

2

3

1

3

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

Declining of RUL

4

3

2

Declining of RUL

4

2

2

Inadequate and
defective test

System out of
operation

4

2

3

Dust

Degradation

3

3

3

Effect

Failure mode

Bad quality of
manufacturing
Over low or over
high temperature

Breakage and
leakage
Corrosion, breakage
and leakage
Corrosion, breakage
and leakage
Corrosion, breakage
and leakage
Corrosion, breakage
and leakage
Corrosion, breakage
and leakage
Wearout and
breakage

High humidity
Salt spray
Lifeboat

Solar radiation
Propagation of
mildew
Vibration
Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition
Design defect
Inadequate and
defective test
Over low or over
high temperature
High Humidity
Salt spray

Lifting
gear

Solar radiation
Propagation of
mildew
Vibration
Acceleration
Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition

Public
address
system

Declining of RUL
Accelerating
breakage
Out of operation
Out of operation
Corrosion and
wearout
Corrosion and
wearout
Corrosion and
wearout
Corrosion and
wearout
Accelerating
wearout
Accelerating
wearout
Accelerating
wearout
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Vibration
Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition
Electronic
component failure

Emergen
cy alarm
system

Control
system

Degradation

2

2

2

Declining of RUL

3

3

2

Declining of RUL

3

2

4

System out of
operation

4

2

2

Inadequate and
defective test

System out of
operation

4

2

2

Dust
Vibration
Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition
Electronic
component failure

Degradation
Degradation

3
2

3
2

2
2

Declining of RUL

3

3

2

Declining of RUL

3

2

4

System out of
operation

4

2

2

Inadequate and
defective test

System out of
operation

4

2

3

Dust
Vibration
Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition
Electronic
component failure

Degradation
Degradation

3
2

2
1

2
2

Declining of RUL

4

3

2

Declining of RUL

3

2

4

System out of
operation

4

3

3

4.
4.55 The process of emergency rescue
In this part, the steps about how to implement emergency rescue on HLD-9C are described in
details.
Step 1: Making a comprehensive test for ship so as to identify the damage severity and
location.
Step 2: Launching the public address system to send rescue signals to coast guard and other
ships which near the accident location.
Step 3: Using emergency alarm system to inform the emergency situation to passengers and
crew, guiding them assembled on deck.
Step 4: Organizing passengers aboard lifeboats as soon as possible, and making sure no one is
left.
Step 5: Operating control system in master control room and confirming the lifting gear is
running well.
Step 6: Insuring all lifeboats are released on the water, and waiting for arrival of coast guard
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and other ships.

The flow chart of emergency rescue on HLD-9C is showed in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The flow chart of emergency rescue
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5. Analysis and discussion
In this thesis, the research purpose is to figure out impact factors and improvement approach
of equipment reliability in non-operating state, and formulate the recommendations for
improving the equipment reliability in non-operating state. So, based on the theoretical
framework and empirical result, (1) the impact factors on equipment reliability in
non-operating state are summarized, (2) the impact factors in non-operating state of
emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C are identified, and (3) an integrated prognostics
method is created in this chapter.

5.1 The impact factors on equipment reliability in non-operating
state
Based on the theoretical framework, in order to analyze the impact factors on equipment
reliability in non-operating state, those contents are summarized in table 5.1, table 5.2 and
table 5.3: (1) internal and external failure factors on equipment, (2) external failure factors on
equipment reliability in non-operating state, and (3) internal and external failure factors on
equipment reliability in non-operating state. As name suggested, the internal failure factors
refer to the equipment personal characteristics, which lead to equipment failure. Meanwhile,
the external failure factors are generated by outside forces, these factors are not caused by the
equipment itself.

5.1.1 The internal and external failure factors on equipment
There is several factors impact the equipment reliability. According to O’Connor (2001) and
Levien and Kalal (2003), the incapable design, inadequate test, insufficient manufacturing,
overstressed using, wearout, improper storage, insufficient maintenance or protection, and
other invisible or potential reasons will influence on equipment reliability. The table 5.1
shows the grouped failure factors of equipment reliability from internal and external scope.
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Table 5.1: Internal and external failure factors on equipment
Contents

Internal factors

Incapable design

×

Inadequate test

×

Insufficient manufacturing

×

External factors

Overstressed using

×

Wearout

×

Improper storage

×

Insufficient maintenance or protection

×
×

Other invisible or potential reasons

×

(Note: sources from O’Connor, 2001; Levin and Kalal, 2003)

5.1.2 The external failure factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state
Based on the table 5.1, the internal failure factors on equipment can be concluded as:
incapable design, inadequate test, insufficient manufacturing and other invisible or potential
reasons. On the other side, the external failure factors on equipment include: overstressed
using, wearout, improper storage, insufficient maintenance or protection, other invisible or
potential reasons. Especially, the invisible or potential reason appears in internal and external
factor in this table, because it is depends on current situation of equipment failure. This kind
of failure reasons are unpredictable, and it is hard to identify.

When equipment are stored or not used directly, the factors which affect the equipment
reliability is changed and added. Based on Zhou (2002), Wang (2005) and Baboian (2005),
these three experts have explored external failure factors on equipment reliability in
non-operating state. 4 categories of failure reasons are concluded: the natural environment
causes, mechanical causes, factitious causes and electronic component causes. The table 5.2
reveals the different failure factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state.
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Table 5.2: The external failure factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state
Categories

Contents
Temperature
Humidity
Salt spray
Barometric pressure

Natural environment causes
Radiation
Dust
Mildew
Insect
Vibration
Mechanical causes
Acceleration
Maintenance or protection
Factitious causes

Storage
Packing

Electronic component causes

Electronic component failure

(Note: sources from Zhou, 2002; Wang, 2005)

5.1.3 The internal and external failure factors on equipment reliability in non-operating
state
Generally, the equipment reliability in non-operating state can be generalized as internal and
external failure factors. The table 5.3 shows the summed up impact factors on equipment
reliability in non-operating state.

Table 5.3: The internal and external failure factors on equipment reliability in non-operating
state
Scope

Contents
Design

Internal
Test
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Manufacturing
Other invisible or potential reasons
Natural environment causes
Mechanical causes
External

Factitious causes
Electronic component causes
Other invisible or potential reasons

(Note: sources from O’Connor, 2001; Levin and Kalal, 2003; Zhou, 2002; Wang, 2005)

According to the table 5.1, the internal and external failure factors on equipment have not
reflect the equipment failure factors in operating state or non-operating state. So, table 5.1 can
be considered as equipment which both stored in non-operating and operating state.
Simultaneously, the table 5.2 only shows the external impact factors in non-operating state.
Therefore, the table 5.3 can be summed up. The internal failure factors on equipment
reliability in non-operating state contain: design, test, manufacturing, and other invisible or
potential reasons. The external failure factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state
include the natural environment causes, mechanical causes, factitious causes, electronic
component causes and other invisible or potential reasons.

5.2 The impact factors in non-operating state of emergency rescue
equipment on HLD-9C
Combined the summary of internal and external failure factors on equipment reliability in
non-operating state with structure and functions of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C,
and according to the impact factors on HLD-9C from telephone interview, the internal and
external impact factors in non-operating state on emergency rescue equipment on ship are
identified in table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: The impact factors in non-operating state of emergency rescue equipment on
HLD-9C
Component level
Scope

System level

Factors
A

B

C

D

E

Design

×

Test

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Internal
Manufacturing

×

Other invisible or potential reasons

×

×

Temperature

×

×

Humidity

×

×

Salt spray

×

×

×

×

Natural
Barometric pressure
environment
Radiation
causes
Dust
Mildew

×

×

×

×

Insect
Mechanical

Vibration

causes

Acceleration

External
×

Maintenance or
Factitious

protection

causes

Storage

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Packing
Electronic
Electronic component
component
failure
causes
Other invisible or potential reasons

×

×

(Note: A= lifeboat, B= lifting gear, C= public address system, D= emergency alarm system,
E= control system)
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In terms of internal impact factors on equipment in component level, firstly, the quality of
lifeboat manufacturing decides its reliability in non-operating state directly. According to
Maani et al. (1994) and Lakhal et al. (2006), there are many reasons impact manufacturing
quality: materials quality, organization performance, employees training and participation,
suppliers’ quality, customer focus, continuous support, manufacturing technologies and
manufacturing operations. Furthermore, the appropriate design and adequate test of lifting
gear ensure that the using of rope cannot break after a long period storage.

For the external factors, based on the regulation of Maritime and Coastguard Agency (1999),

“lifeboat cannot be damaged in storage in the air temperature range -30°C to + 65°C, and it
must be capable of operating in the sea water temperature range of -1°C to + 30°C”;
Lifeboat and lifting gear cannot be deteriorated by damp or humidity, and solar radiation also
increases the corrosion or degradation. Salt spray accelerates the corrosion of lifeboat and
lifting gear. Due to the coactions of temperature, humidity and solar radiation, the mildew
generated, the equipment reliability is decreased. The vibration and acceleration caused by
physical reasons accelerate the wearout or breakage, such as the movement of ship. Moreover,
inadequate and insufficient maintenance or protection also decrease the RUL and increase
wearout of equipment in component level.

Considering the impact factors on system level, the same with aforementioned on component
level, the test, vibration, maintenance or protection and storage condition have effect on
equipment. Especially, the accumulation of dust causes the circuit failure, which in turns leads
to electronic components failure. In summary, regardless of the system level or component
level, there are invisible or potential failure reasons when administrators maintaining or
monitoring the equipment. Those kinds of invisible or potential impact factors are hard to
specify.

5.3 An integrated prognostics method of emergency rescue equipment
on HLD-9C
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In this section, in order to improve the equipment reliability in non-operating state, an
integrated prognostics method for the equipment failure is built. In combination with FMEA
and PHM, and based on the empirical result of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C, the
integrated prognostics method is shown below.

5.3.1 FMEA
According to Stamatics(2003), Charantimath (2011) and Levin and Kalal (2003), FMEA is a
qualitative analysis method for the equipment failure. Compared with FDB and FTA, FMEA
is the most comprehensive and accurate method to analysis failure causes, effects and modes.
In addition, the FMEA expounds the recommendation for improving the equipment reliability
in non-operating state. Therefore, based on the evaluated data from interviewee, there is a
case which uses FMEA to analyze the emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C in
non-operating state (table 5.5).

Table 5.5: The FMEA of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C in non-operating state
Function

Effect

Failure mode

Severit
y

Occurr
ence

Difficulty
to detect

RPN

Recommendation

New
RPN

Bad quality of
manufacturing

Breakage and
leakage

3

1

3

9

Enhance manufacturing
technology and use
high quality materials

4

3

2

2

12

Utilize PHM of
data-driven method

4

3

2

2

12

Utilize anti-corrosion
materials and
lubricating oil

6

4

3

2

24

Use PHM of estimating
RUL method

12

3

1

3

9

Add shelters on
lifeboats

6

3

2

1

6

Clean up mildew on
schedule

3

2

2

3

12

4

3

2

24

4

2

2

16

Over low or over
high temperature
High humidity
Salt spray
Lifeboat
Solar radiation
Propagation of
mildew
Vibration
Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition
Lifting
gear

Corrosion,
breakage and
leakage
Corrosion,
breakage and
leakage
Corrosion,
breakage and
leakage
Corrosion,
breakage and
leakage
Corrosion,
breakage and
leakage
Wearout and
breakage
Declining of
RUL
Accelerating
breakage

Design defect

Out of
operation

3

3

2

18

Inadequate and

Out of

4

2

3

24

45

Offer necessary
damping devices
Utilize PHM of
comprehensive method
Use PHM of estimating
RUL method
Hire consultants to
supervise equipment
design
Use professional testing

8
12
12
8
12

defective test
Over low or over
high temperature
High Humidity
Salt spray
Solar radiation
Propagation of
mildew
Vibration

Public
address
system

Emergen
cy alarm
system

Control
system

operation
Corrosion and
wearout
Corrosion and
wearout
Corrosion and
wearout
Corrosion and
wearout
Accelerating
wearout
Accelerating
wearout

3

2

2

12

3

2

2

12

4

3

2

24

3

1

3

9

3

2

1

6

2

2

2

8

2

2

3

12

4

3

2

24

4

2

2

16

skills
Utilize PHM of
data-driven method
Paint lubricating oil on
critical components
Use PHM of estimating
RUL method
Attach shelters on
lifting gear
Eliminate mildew on
schedule

6
6
12
6
4

Use damping devices

2

As far as possible to
avoid wicked
environment
Utilize PHM of
comprehensive method
Use PHM of estimating
RUL method

Acceleration

Accelerating
wearout

Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition

Declining of
RUL
Declining of
RUL

Inadequate and
defective test

System out of
operation

4

2

3

24

Dust

Degradation

3

3

3

27

Vibration

Degradation

2

2

2

8

Inappropriate
maintenance
Improper storage
condition
Electronic
component
failure

Declining of
RUL
Declining of
RUL

3

3

2

18

3

2

4

24

System out of
operation

4

2

2

16

Adds sensors on
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6
9
8
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suitable testing skill

12
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data-driven method
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damping devices
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comprehensive method
Use PHM of estimating
RUL method

8
4
8
18
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4
9
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6
2
12
9

9

(Note: Severity / Occurrence / Difficulty to detect: A metric in units from 1 to 5, with 1 as
most minor/ most frequent/more easy to detect, and 5 as most major/ most infrequent/ more
difficult to detect; RPN=Severity× Occurrence ×Difficulty to detect)

With the result of new risk priority number (RPN) which generated by some
recommendations; the marks are reduced near 50%, because of the decline of severity,
occurrence and difficulty to detect. It means the reliability of emergency rescue equipment is
improved effectively by using FMEA and PHM technology.

5.3.2 Three critical methods of PHM
The ability of failure prediction (prognostics) is the most outstanding characteristics for PHM
technology; a high reliability of emergency rescue equipment on HLD-9C is affected by the
accuracy of prognostics directly. Zeng et al. (2005) find the core function of PHM is judging
equipment condition by many kinds of data collection. Because of different kinds of data
collection, there have three critical methods of PHM: (1) Data-driven method based on
abnormal symptom, (2) Estimating RUL method based on environmental factors, (3)
Comprehensive method based on reliability-centered maintenance (RCM).

�

Data-driven method based on abnormal phenomenon

According to Uckun et al. (2008), “PHM requires a much more intensive data collection

process in order to characterize damage accumulation and progression”. In this method,
emergency rescue equipment is tested in abnormal working state. Some abnormal
phenomenon such as noisy and high temperature will be discovered, it is an effective way to
implement prognostics. The data-driven method is based on historical data and existing data
to compare with abnormal phenomenon, and judge the damage level of emergency rescue
equipment.

The data driven method uses many advanced sensors on emergency rescue equipment to
implement data collection. Uckun et al. (2008) also state “the challenge is to capture and
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analyze a multidimensional and noisy data stream from a large number of channels (use
conditions, environmental conditions, direct and indirect measurements that are potentially
related to component damage) from a population of similar components”. The function of this
method is testing and identifying abnormal condition, and combining the data collection to
find the failure is known or required some further research. With this method, the emergency
rescue equipment on HLD-9C can be achieved continuous failure prediction and prognostics.
The figure of data-driven method based on abnormal phenomenon is showed below.

Figure 5.6: Data-driven method based on abnormal phenomenon (Zeng et al., 2005)

The concept of credibility is brought into this method. Hadden et al. (2000) describe the
credibility is an overlap region between current detected data and normal operating state data,
the parameter of credibility is from 0 to 1. A high credibility means the condition of
emergency rescue equipment is closing to normal, the equipment reliability is high currently.
Meanwhile a low credibility stands for low reliability. Once the sensor detects the data
associate with some failures, it can identify the failure mode through the process of data
disposal, and report fault information to staff that has responsibility to maintain emergency
rescue equipment.

The experts also build a huge software database to store specific failure information; the
current detected data will be compared with the database to illustrate which failure mode the
equipment is. With software database, the parameters of credibility can clearly demonstrate
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the health condition of emergency rescue equipment.

In order to achieve a better performance for PHM, the emergency rescue equipment is divided
into three levels. The basic level is the sensors which applied in every component in
equipment. The middle level is a regional controller which responsible for continuous
detection to emergency alarm system, public address system, lifeboat, control system and
lifting gear. The managerial field for displaying whole ship condition is the upper level.
Becker et al. (1998) explain the sensors in basic level send information about components’
condition to the regional controller which in middle level, then the regional controller
disposes and delivers information to managerial field in upper level. The equipment failures
will be reported to staffs ultimately. According to the equipment failure report, the failure
mode can be identified by comparing with historical data and forms the maintenance strategy
for emergency rescue equipment.

� Estimating RUL method based on environmental factors
The estimating RUL method uses life consumption monitoring (LCM) to implement
prognostics for emergency rescue equipment. According to Ramakrishnan and Pecht (2003),
LCM is depending on environmental information which include the operating environment of
equipment, operating time and some data for exist failures. The LCM is based on equipment’s
POF model and takes environmental factors into consideration to calculate the damage level,
and then concludes the RUL for emergency rescue equipment. LCM is the deep research for
equipment failure mode and failure effect, thereby sets up an effective POF model to predict
equipment’s RUL. The process of LCM is described below.
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Figure 5.7: The process of LCM (Zeng et al., 2005)

The estimating RUL method requires the POF model is known, and it affords a way to
understand the failure mode for components or system. Uckun et al. (2008) explain
“estimating RUL method typically results in more accurate and precise RUL estimation and it

also has advantages in validation, verification, and certification since the model response can
be correlated with laws of nature”. In real project, the POF model for emergency rescue
equipment should have high accuracy. But there have a contradiction because it is hard to set
up a very precious POF model for a complex system. So the estimating RUL method meets
some limitations in the process of applying, especially for electronic system failures, such as
public address system, control system and emergency alarming system.

Zhang (2006) mentions “for the storage equipment, the performance parameter θ (0) does not

always equal to the rating θ0 at the beginning of storage”. Where the performance parameter
in (θL, θU), the storage reliability of equipment at time t is:

And Zhang (2006) also refers where the storage ratio λ of the equipment is given, and with a
known reliability level RT, so the reliable storage life T can be calculated by:
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Moreover, assuming where the performance parameter is in (θL, θU), so the reliable storage
life T equals to:

In emergency rescue equipment, the POF model should be afforded by experts because it is
demonstrated through experiences and has high authority. Moreover, the POF model will be
combined with some environmental factors (vibration, strike, temperature, humidity,
corrosion, dust and voltage) to estimate equipment’s RUL. However the POF model is not
constant, experts can improve the accuracy in more practices. With estimating RUL method,
staffs on HLD-9C can confirm the best maintenance time for emergency rescue equipment,
and also achieve a target about maximum reliability and minimum cost.

Using PHM technology can diagnose the health condition for emergency rescues equipment
on HLD-9C, and make sure if the ship has ability to finish task. The advantage of PHM is that
failures can be predicted before accidents happen. Additionally, maintenance staffs can make
decisions on what time equipment need to be repaired, and draw a solution with less-time
consumed.

�

Comprehensive method based on RCM

The comprehensive method based on RCM is not same as a simple CBM. It is a method
which combines data-driven method and estimating RUL method together. According to the
importance of emergency rescue equipment and failure modes, the principle of
comprehensive method is choosing an economical way to implement equipment maintenance.
This method is based on RCM analysis, some regulations are built to form an optimized
strategy for comprehensive maintenance method, the regulations contain how to implement
CBM, maintenance on schedule and combine different kinds of failure modes together.
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The purpose of comprehensive method is that utilize various kinds of information, parameters,
advanced sensors and historical data to increase the equipment reliability, and reduce
inaccuracy which generated by prognostics. Hall and McMullen (2004) define three levels in
comprehensive method based on RCM: (1) Level of sensors. There is no loss of information
in this level, but it requires much data transmission and calculation. (2) Level of phenomenon.
Some information will be lost in the process of this level. (3) Level of strategies. The relative
statistical formulas are considered in this level.

According to Cui and Wu (2007), with several historical data and parameters, the function of
comprehensive evaluation can be described as:

Based on the result of Bi, the comprehensive evaluation matrix R of emergency rescue
equipment can be achieved by:

So the comprehensive evaluation result of the whole emergency rescue equipment can be
calculated by:

An integrated process of comprehensive method concludes transferring critical information
and original data from equipment sensors to the level of phenomenon. Moreover, maintenance
strategies for emergency rescue equipment should be generated by utilizing relative statistical
formulas (functions of equipment storage reliability). The barrier of this method is that the
accuracy and credibility from all kinds of information are different, so the inappropriate data
will result in ineffective prognostics for emergency rescue equipment. The process of
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comprehensive method is showed below.

Figure 5.8: The process of comprehensive method (Roemer et al., 2001).

The comprehensive method based on RCM affords scientific analysis and evidence to PHM
technology, and the FMEA of emergency rescue equipment is also exploited and widely
developed in this method. According to Roemer et al. (2001)’s opinion, it adds three main
elements: analysis of failure phenomenon, parameter detection and choosing sensors. This
method will put the information of prognostics and the FMEA together to confirm the failure
modes and effects.

The advantage of comprehensive method is that require less information but can gain precious
prognostics. But on the other hand, the failure time is a little bit difficult to be found. The
maximum economic benefit for emergency rescue equipment can be achieved when staffs
utilizing comprehensive method.
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6. Conclusion
The research questions of this thesis is to identify impact factors which influence the
equipment reliability in non-operating state and figure out valuable methods to improve the
equipment reliability under FMEA and PHM technology. In order to realize the purpose, an
qualitative approach is conducted in this thesis. The case study about the emergency rescue
equipment on HLD-9C is carried out.

The internal and external impact factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state are
found. And the FMEA method is utilized to analyze the emergency rescue equipment on
HLD-9C. Because of failure modes and failure effects, a high RPN is calculated by severity,
occurrence and difficulty to detect. Then, a new RPN is achieved by some improved methods
for equipment reliability. Subsequently, three critical PHM methods can be utilized in FMEA.
Based on the combination of FMEA and PHM technology, an integrated prognostic method
for improving equipment reliability in non-operating state is generated. The natural
environment causes can be solved by PHM of estimating RUL method, the mechanical causes
should be implemented with PHM of data-driven method, and the PHM of comprehensive
method can deal with factitious causes and electronic component causes.

According

to

the

integrated

prognostics

method,

some

effective

maintenance

recommendations which can achieve the economic benefit maximization are drew to
administrators ultimately. Therefore, the authors put forward some recommendations to
improve the maintenance effectiveness. First of all, administrators should identify the internal
and external impact factors, which influence the equipment reliability in non-operating state.
Moreover, administrators should utilize integrated prognostics method to analyze and
supervise the failure possibility for equipment in non-operating state. It is benefit to
promoting the RUL and equipment reliability. Most importantly, the administrators should
upgrade the daily cleaning, supervision and maintenance for equipment.
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� Contribution
This thesis makes contribution on (1) the research gap of the deficiency about method for
improving equipment reliability in non-operating state is filled; (2) the internal and external
impact factors on equipment reliability in non-operating state are figured out in the same time;
(3) there is a synthesis between FMEA method and PHM technology for improving
equipment reliability, because there is no any combination between them. Hence, the
integrated prognostics method can explain the method in a comprehensive way. It means
administrators can improve equipment reliability not only in theoretical management, but also
in some experimental skills.

� Further research
This thesis can be seen as the foundation method of FMEA and PHM to improve equipment
reliability in non-operating state. However, each equipment in non-operating state has their
own characteristics, it asks for different kinds of POF models. So more historical data
collection should be accumulated, and experts need to set up much POF models for typical
equipment. Despite the PHM is widely concerned by government, military research institution
and industrial department, but there is only some basic theories and the development of PHM
is in initial stage. So it requires much deep research on practical application and the
experiences in long development process.
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